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The LiteraryImagination in Public Life*
Martha C. Nussbaum
'Bitzer,'said Thomas Gradgrind. 'Your definitionof a horse.'
'Quadruped. Graminivorous. Fortyteeth,
namely twenty-fourgrinders,four eye-teeth,
and twelve incisive.Sheds coat in the spring;
in marshycountries,sheds hoofs, too. Hoofs
hard, but requiringto be shod withiron. Age
known by marks in mouth.' Thus (and much
more) Bitzer.
Charles Dickens, Hard Times
A child said Whatis thegrass?fetchingit to
me withfull hands,
How could I answer the child? I do not know
what it is any more than he.
I guess it must be the flagof my disposition,
out of hopeful green stuffwoven.
Or I guess it is the handkerchiefof the Lord,
A scented giftand remembrancerdesignedly
dropt,
Bearing the owner's name somewayin the
corners,thatwe may see and remark,and
say Whose?
Or I guess the grass is itselfa child, the
produced babe of the vegetation.
Or I guess it is a uniformhieroglyphic;
And it means, Sprouting alike in broad zones
and narrow zones,
Growing among black folksas among white,
Kanuck, Tuckahoe, Congressman,Cuff,I
give them the same, I receive them the
same.
And now it seems to me the beautifuluncut
hair of graves.
*This essay is a revisedversionof a paper presented under the DistinguishedScholars
program at the Commonwealth Center.
New Literary
History,1991, 22: 877-910
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Tenderly will I use you curlinggrass,
It may be you transpirefromthe breastsof
young men,
It may be if I had known them I would have
loved them,
It may be you are fromold people, or from
offspringtaken soon out of theirmothers'
laps,
And here you are the mothers'laps.
This grass is verydark to be fromthe white
heads of old mothers,
Darker than the colorlessbeards of old men,
Dark to come fromunder the faintred roofs
of mouths.
Walt Whitman,Song ofMyself

OTING IN his children a strange and unsavory exuberance

of imagination, an unwholesome floweringof sentimentin short, a lapse from that perfect scientificrationalityon
which both private and public life, when well managed, dependMr. Gradgrind, political economist, public man, and educator, inquires into the cause:
said Mr.Gradgrind,
"Whether,"
ponderingwithhis handsin his pockets,
or servantcan
and his cavernouseyeson the fire,"whetheranyinstructor
WhetherLouisaor Thomascan havebeenreading
havesuggestedanything?
can have
in spiteof all precautions,
Whether,
anyidle story-book
anything?
formed
got into the house? Because,in mindsthathave been practically
so
this
is
so
and
incomrule
from
the
cradle
curious,
line,
by
upwards,
(63)'
prehensible."
Mr. Gradgrind knows that storybooksare not simplydecorative,not
simplyamusing-though thisalready would be enough to cause him
to doubt their utility.Literature, he sees, is subversive. It is the
enemy of political economy, as Mr. Gradgrind knows that science.
It expresses, in its structuresand its ways of speaking, a sense of
life that is incompatible with the vision of the world embodied in
the texts of political economy; and engagement with it forms the
imaginationand the desires in a manner that subvertsthat science's
norm of rationality.It is with good reason, from his point of view,
that Mr. Gradgrind teaches SissyJupe, the uneducated circus girl,
to regard the storybooksshe once lovinglyread to her father as
"wrong books" (99), about which the less said the better.And it is
with good reason that he lapses into depression about the nation's
future when he considers the citizens who, flockingto the public
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libraries of Coketown, "took DeFoe to their bosoms, instead of
Euclid, and seemed to be on the whole more comfortedby Goldsmith
than by Cocker" (90). When idle storybooksget into the house,
political economy is at risk. The world is seen in a new way, and
uneconomical activitiesof fancyingand feelingare both represented
and, worse still,enacted.
I shall argue that Mr. Gradgrind is right: literature,and the
literaryimagination,are subversive. Literarythought is, in certain
ways that remain to be specified, the enemy of a certain sort of
economic thought.We are accustomed by now to thinkof literature
as optional: as great,valuable, entertaining,excellent,but something
thatexistsoffto one side of politicaland economic and legal thought,
in another universitydepartment,ancillaryratherthan competitive.
The segmentation of the modern academy-along with narrowly
hedonist theories of literaryvalue--has caused us to lose hold of
the insightthat Mr. Gradgrind securelygrasped: that the novel (for
from now on I shall focus on the novel) is a morally controversial
form,expressingin itsveryshape and style,in itsmodes of interaction
with its readers, a normative sense of life. It tells its readers to
notice this and not this, to be active in these and not these ways;
it leads them into certain postures of the mind and heart and not
others. And, as Mr. Gradgrind all too clearly perceived, these are
the wrong ways, and highlydangerous postures, from the point of
view of the narrow conception of economic rationalitythat is, in
his view, normativefor both public and private thought.
But if literatureis, from the political economist'sviewpoint,dangerous and deserving of suppression, this implies as well that it is
no mere frill,that it has the potential to make a distinctivecontributionto our public life. And if one should have some doubts
about the textsof politicaleconomy-as to theiradequacy as visions
of humanity,expressions of a complete sense of human social lifeone mightthen see in the veryzeal of Mr. Gradgrind's repudiation
a reason to inviteidle storybooksinto the house to plead theircause.
And if they should plead their cause successfully,we might have
compelling reasons to invite them to stay: not only in our homes
and schools, shaping the perceptions of our children, but also in
our schools of public policy, and governmentoffices,and courts,
and even law schools--whereverthe public imagination is shaped
and nourished-as centerpiecesof an education forpublic rationality.
I shall focus,then,on the characteristicsof the literaryimagination
as a public imagination, an imagination that will steer judges in
theirjudging, legislatorsin their legislating,policy-makersin measuring the quality of life of people both near and far. Elsewhere I
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have argued the case forthe novel as an ineliminablepart of personal
deliberation; I have also made a beginning on the task of commending it in the public sphere.2 This task is difficult,since many
people who thinkof literatureas illuminatingconcerningthe workings of the personal life and the private imaginationbelieve that it
is idle and unhelpfulwhen the largerconcernsof classes and nations
are at issue. Here, it is felt,we need somethingmore reliablyscientific,
more detached, more sternlyrational. But I shall now argue that
here, all the more, literaryformshave a distinctivelyvaluable, and
ineliminable,contributionto make. I shall make thiscase by focusing
on the novel above all, as I have said-and, in particular,on Dickens's
Hard Times,which takes as its explicittheme the contributionof the
novel to the moral and politicallife,both representingand enacting
the novel's triumph over other ways of imagining the world. The
antagonistthroughoutwill be not sophisticatedphilosophical forms
of utilitarianism,and not the political economy of the greatest
philosophical political economists, such as Adam Smith-but the
cruder formof economic utilitarianismthatis actuallyused in many
areas of public policy-making,and is commended as a norm for
still others. (Later I shall exemplify this with cases drawn from
qualityof lifemeasurementin developmenteconomics.) I shall focus
above all on the issue of measuring the well-beingof a population,
which happens to be a central theme of Hard Times,as well as an
excellent place to see the contrastbetween the economic and the
literaryat work;and I shall be askingwhatactivitiesof the personality
are best for this task, what thoughts,what sentiments,what ways
of perceiving. This will lead naturally to the question, what texts
represent these desired activities,and call them into being?
My question, then,willbe notjust about what the novel represents,
what goes on inside it. That is an important part of my project.
But I want to ask, as well,what sense of life its formitselfembodies:
not only how the characters feel and imagine, but what sort of
feeling and imagining is enacted in the telling of the storyitself,
in the shape and textureof the sentences,the patternof the narrative,
the sense of life that animates the text as a whole. And I shall ask
as well, and inevitably,what sort of feeling and imaginingis called
into being by the shape of the text as it addresses its imagined
reader, what sort of readerly activityis built into its form.3 I shall
ask, then, not only about the opposition withinthe storyof Hard
Timesbetween Gradgrind and M'Choakumchild on the one hand,
SissyJupe and the circus on the other, but also about the ways in
which the sentencesand chaptersof the novel itself,and the activity
of reading it, triumphantlyenact their exuberant rebellion against
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political economy,4and against the "blue books" in which its view
of the human world is encoded.

I. Nothing but Facts
Dickens's Hard Timescontains a normative vision of a scientific
political economy and of the scientificpolitical imagination. It presents this norm, to be sure, as a targetof witheringsatiricalattack,
a goal that cannot be trulydescribed withoutbeing made to appear
both ridiculous and sinister.But since the attack is a deep attack,
the satiricaltarget itselfis described with insight,as the novel both
depicts and shows the deeper significanceof what is stilltoday very
often taught as normative in public policy-making,in welfare and
developmenteconomics--and, recently,even in the law. What makes
this norm appear so odd to the reader of the novel is that it is
taken seriouslyall the way down, so to speak: understood not just
as a way of writingup reports,but as a way of dealing with people
in daily encounters; not just as a way of doing economics, but a
way of defininga horse or talking to a child; not just as a way of
appearing professionally respectable, but as a commitment that
determinesthe whole contentof one's personal and social life. But
since this norm does in fact claim to be a norm of rationality,and
not just a handy professionaltool, and since, if it is really a norm,
it seems fair to ask people to abide by it consistently,it seems
perfectlyfair to examine it in this way, asking what people who
really and thoroughlysaw the world in the way this norm recommends would be like, and whether such a vision does really seem
to be a complete one. (And it seems reasonable, too, to suppose
that the personal vision and conduct of committedsocial scientists
is actually influenced at least to some extent by the content of the
norm their science upholds, by the habits of perception and recognition it encourages. So in examining it this way we can expect
to learn somethingabout what we do to people by holding it up as
a norm, and what we can expect frompeople so treated.) Dickens
pays the economic utilitarianthe tributeof taking him at his word
and holding him to his word; of this treatmenthe can hardly, it
seems to me, complain. Later I shall draw some explicitconnections
between the Gradgrind philosophy and some aspects of contemporary economic thought and practice. But for now I need to set
out the features of this norm, as the novel dissects it. (This will
mean beginning to speak of its limitationsas well: for in seeing it
we see what the novel sees.)
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What I am about to say here may seem in some respectsobvious.
For it is part of the novel's design that the economist's way of
thinking,seen in the fullcontextof daily life,should look extremely
strange, and the opposing way natural. What I hope to bring out
here, however, is that the economic opponent is not a straw man:
it is a conception that even now dominates much of our public life,
in a form not verydifferentfrom the formpresented in this novel.
Once, focusingon the subtle modificationsof utilitarianismthat one
finds in recent philosophy,5I felt that the satire of Hard Timeswas
unfair. But now that I have spent time in the world of economics
(see sec. IV), reading the prose and followingthe arguments,I am
convinced that the criticismsin the novel are both fair and urgent.
The simple utilitarianidea of what rational choice consistsin dominates not only economic thoughtand practice,but also-given the
prestige of economics within the social sciences-a great deal of
writingin other social sciencesas well,where "rationalchoice theory"
is taken to be equivalent to utilitarian rational choice theory as
practiced in neoclassical economics. Public policy-makersturn to
these norms to find a principled,orderlyway of making decisions.
And the allure of the theory'selegant simplicityis so great that it
is having an increasing influence even in the law, which has traditionallyreasoned in a very differentway, using a differentnorm
of the rational." Recently the theory has even made its way into
literarystudies,where the prestigeof neoclassicaleconomics,Chicago
style,is evoked in defense of a broad application of its behavioral
theory to all areas of human life.' To the reader who has no
familiaritywith the opposing position and the prose in which it is
expressed, a shortcourse in the writingsof Gary Becker or Richard
Posner might be recommended. (For their views are extreme-but
only in the sense that, like this novel, they apply across the board
a theory that economics treats as normativefor rational choice in
general. If it is indeed a norm of rationality,they are right to do
so: and we are justified in examining their works as tests of the
theory's normativeappropriateness.8)To the reader I leave, then,
the furtherinvestigationof the economist'spositionin contemporary
life. For now I myselfshall turn to Mr. Gradgrind-who at least
ends the novel by expressingremorse,and revealing,in the process,
a certain human complexity.
"'In this life, we want nothing but Facts, sir; nothing but
Facts'" (47). This famous demand, announced in the Gradgrind
schoolroom in the opening chapter of the novel (a chapter entitled
"The One Thing Needful"), states the essence of the Gradgrind
philosophy.And the novel shortlycharacterizesit further,speaking
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for Mr. Gradgrind in the hard blunt confrontationalsentences that
seem well suited to express the quality of his mind: "Thomas
Gradgrind, sir. A man of realities. A man of fact and calculations.
A man who proceeds upon the principle that two and two are four,
and nothing over, and who is not to be talked into allowing for
anything over. Thomas Gradgrind, sir--peremptorilyThomasThomas Gradgrind. With a rule and a pair of scales, and the
multiplicationtable always in his pocket, sir, ready to weigh and
measure any parcel of human nature, and tell you exactly what it
comes to. It is a mere question of figures,a case of simple arithmetic"
(48). Gradgrind's political economy claims to be a science, to offer
facts in place of idle fancy,objectivityin place of mere subjective
impressions,the precisionof mathematicalcalculationinstead of the
intractableelusiveness of qualitative distinctions."The reason is (as
you know)," he remarks to Bounderby, "the only facultyto which
education should be addressed" (62). And Gradgrind economics
claims proudly to approach the world with reason rather than
sentiment-and with the detached theoreticaland calculative power
of the mathematicalintellect,rather than any more qualitative type
of reasoned deliberation.Gradgrind intellectsees the heterogeneous
furnitureof the world, human beings included, as so many surfaces
or "parcels" to be weighed and measured.
In this brief description we see four aspects of the economicutilitarianmind, neatly encapsulated.9 First, it reduces qualitative
differences to quantitative differences. Instead of Louisa, Tom,
Stephen, Rachael, in all of their complex qualitative diversity,their
historicalparticularity,we have simplyso and so many quantifiable
"parcels of human nature."This effacementof qualitativedifference
is accomplished, we see, by a process of abstraction from all in
people that is not easily funneled into mathematicalformulae; so
this mind, in order to measure what it measures, attends only to
an abstractand highlygeneral version of the human being, rather
than to the diverse concretenesswithwhich the novel confrontsus.
We see thisabstractingmathematicalmind at work in the Gradgrind
school's treatmentof its students,called by number ("Girl number
twenty")rather than by name, and seen as an "inclined plane of
littlevesselsthen and therearranged in order, ready to have imperial
gallons of facts poured into them until they were full to the brim"
(47-48). We see it at work in the treatmentof the workers of
Coketown as so and so many "hands and stomachs" (102-3), as
"teeming myriads" whose destinies could be reckoned on a slate
(131-32), their qualitativedifferencesas irrelevantas those of "ants
and beetles" "passing to and from their nests" (187).1o
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Second, the Gradgrind mind, bent on calculation,is determined
to aggregatethe data gained about and fromindividuallives,arriving
at a picture of total or average utilitythat effaces personal separateness as well as qualitative difference." The individual is not
even as distinctas a distinctcountable insect; for in Mr. Gradgrind's
calculation it becomes simplyan input into a complex mathematical
operation that treatsthe social unit as a single large systemin which
the preferencesand satisfactionsof all are combined and melded.
Thus, in Louisa's education, the workingclasses become:
Somethingto be workedso much and paid so much,and thereended;
to be infallibly
settledbylawsof supplyand demand;something
something
intodifficulty;
thatblunderedagainstthoselaws,and floundered
something
thatwas a littlepinchedwhen wheatwas dear, and over-ateitselfwhen
wheatwas cheap; somethingthatincreasedat such a rate of percentage,
and yieldedsuchanotherpercentageof crime,and suchanotherpercentage
of pauperism;somethingwholesale,of whichvast fortuneswere made;
thatoccasionally
roselikethesea, and did someharmand waste
something
to itself),and fellagain; thisshe knewthe Coketownhandsto be.
(chiefly
But, she had scarcelythoughtmoreof separatingthemintounits,thanof
separatingthe sea itselfintoits componentdrops. (187-88)
Lives are drops in an undemarcated ocean; and the question how
the group is doing is a question whose economic resolutionrequires
effacingthe separate life and agency of each.12
Mr. Gradgrind does not achieve this goal perfectlyin his school,
where students,though numbered rather than named, retain their
distinctlevels of performance,their abilities to think and speak as
separate centers of choice, and even some measure of qualitative
distinctness.He does not achieve this goal perfectly,we are bound
to observe, in his relation to himself: for his internal rhetoric,in
the passage cited, insists on the separateness and the qualitative
differenceof his own mind from those of others: "You mighthope
to get some other nonsensical belief into the head of George Gradgrind,or Augustus Gradgrind,or John Gradgrind,or Joseph Gradgrind (all suppositious, nonexistentpersons), but into the head of
Thomas Gradgrind-no sir!" (48). It is a subtle point in the novel
that the measure of personal autonomy and self-respectthat Mr.
Gradgrind wishes to claim for himselfrequires him to view himself
with a distinctnessdenied in his calculations--and even to indulge
in a rare bit of (however crude) fiction-making.'
But within his immediate family,he fares better. For he does
manage, most of the time, to perceive his own children in more or
less the way that political economy recommends.'4When Louisa, in
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inner agony about her impending marriage to Bounderby, bursts
out: "'Father, I have often thought that life is very short,'" her
baffled father replies:
"It is short,no doubt,mydear. Still,theaveragedurationof humanlife
is provedto have increasedof late years.The calculationsof variouslife
assuranceand annuityoffices,
amongotherfigureswhichcannotgo wrong,
have establishedthe fact."
"I speak of myown life,father."
"O indeed? Still,"said Mr. Gradgrind,"I need not point out to you,
Louisa,thatit is governedbythelawswhichgovernlivesin theaggregate."
(135)'5
And in one of the novel's most chilling and brilliantmoments,we
see what it can be like to see one's own self through the eyes of
political economy. Mrs. Gradgrind, subservientand with an always
fragile sense both of her own qualitative distinctnessand of her
separate boundaries, her separate agency, lies on what will soon be
her deathbed. "'Are you in pain, dear mother?'" asks Louisa. The
answer comes back. " 'I thinkthere'sa pain somewherein the room,'
said Mrs. Gradgrind, 'but I couldn't positivelysay that I have got
it' " (224). Political economy sees only pains and satisfactionsand
their general location: it does not see persons as distinctlybounded
centers of satisfaction,far less as agents whose active planning is
essentialto the humanness of whateversatisfactiontheywill achieve.
Mrs. Gradgrind has learned her lesson well.
If we return now to the initial descriptionof Mr. Gradgrind, we
see in it a third feature of the political-economicalmind: its determination to find a clear and precise solution for any human
problem.16 Mr. Gradgrind, we recall, is prepared "to weigh and
measure any parcel of human nature, and tell you exactly what it
comes to" (48). And his study,later on, is described as a "charmed
apartment" in which "the most complicated social questions were
cast up, got into exact totals,and finallysettled" (131-32). Because
it has from the startcast the human data into "tabular form,"the
economic mind finds it easy to view the lives of human beings as
a problem in (relativelyelementary)mathematicsthat has a definite
solution--ignoringthe mysteryand complexitythat are withineach
life,in its puzzlement and pain about its choices, in its tangled loves,
in its attempt to grapple with the mysteriousand awful fact of its
own mortality."7
The cheerfulfact-calculatingmind plays round the
surfaces of these lives, as if it had no need to look within,as if,
indeed, it "could settleall theirdestinieson a slate" (132). Gradgrind
children are taught from an early age to approach the world of
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nature withoutany sense of mystery,awe, and depth. Thus Bitzer's
definitionof a horse, which gives a remarkablyflat and abstract
descriptionof the surfacefeaturesof thatanimal, refusingto imagine
either its own complex form of life or its significancesin the lives
of humans who love and care for horses. So too with human lives.
Mr. Gradgrind does not even understand the significanceof his
own child's outburst,when she speaks obscurelyof a firethatbursts
forthat night, and wonders about the shortnessof her life (135).
How much less, then, does he feel a sense of mysteryand wonder
before the distant human beings who work in the factories of
Coketown. In one of the most strikingincursionsof a first-person
voice into thisnovel (whose narrativestructureI shall describe more
fullylater), this habit of mind is described, and criticized:
So manyhundredHands in thisMill;so manyhundredhorseSteamPower.
It is known,to the forceof a singlepound weight,whatthe enginewill
of theNationalDebtcan tellme thecapacity
do; but,notall thecalculators
forthe
or discontent,
for good or evil,forlove or hatred,forpatriotism
of virtueintovice,or the reverse,at anysinglemomentin
decomposition
the soul of one of theseits quiet servants,withthe composedfacesand
in it; thereis an unfathomable
the regulatedactions.There is no mystery
we wereto reserve
in
of
for
the
meanest
them,
mystery
ever.--Supposing
for materialobjects,and to governtheseawfulunknown
our arithmetic
quantitiesby othermeans!(108)
If political economy does not include the complexitiesof the inner
moral life of each human being, its strivingsand perplexities,its
complicated emotions, its perplexityand terror,if it does not distinguish in its descriptionsbetween a human life and a machine,
then we should regard with suspicion its claim to govern a nation
of human beings; and we should ask ourselves whether,having seen
us as littledifferentfrominanimate objects, it mightnot be capable
of treatingus with a certain lack of tenderness.
And thisbringsus directlyto the fourthcharacteristicof economic
rationalitywith which the novel acquaints us. Seeing human beings
as counters in a mathematical game, and refusing to see their
mysteriousinner world, the Gradgrind philosophy is able to adopt
a theoryof human motivationthat is elegant and simple,well suited
for the game of calculation, but whose relation to the more complicated laws that govern the inner world of a human being should
be viewed with skepticism.In accordance with Gradgrind's view of
himselfas a down-to-earthrealisticman, a man of cold, hard fact
rather than airy fancy,the theoryhas an air of hard-nosed realism
about it, suggesting the unmasking of pleasant but airy fictions.
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Human beings, this unsentimentalview teaches, are all motivated
in all of theiractions.'8The all-too-perfectGradgrind
by self-interest
at
pupil Bitzer, the novel's end, reveals the principle on which he
was raised. As the chastened Mr. Gradgrind attemptsto appeal to
his gratitude and love, Bitzer cuts in:
"I beg your pardon for interrupting
you, sir,"returnedBitzer;"but I
am sureyou knowthatthewholesocialsystemis a questionof self-interest.
It's youronly
Whatyou mustalwaysappeal to, is a person'sself-interest.
I was broughtup in thatcatechismwhen I
hold. We are so constituted.
was veryyoung,sir,as you are aware."(303)
Bitzer,the perfectproduct of politicaleconomy,refusesto acknowledge even those residual motivationsof love and altruismthat now
deeply grip the heart of Mr. Gradgrind himself. For that is the
philosophy on which he was raised. And this philosophy leads to
odd and implausible interpretationsof the world.
Earlier in the novel, when Sissy Jupe's father has left her, and
her own firsttendencyis to impute to him altruisticmotives,projects
for her good, Bounderby will have none of it. She had betterknow,
he says, the hard bad facts of her situation: she has simply been
abandoned, her fatherhas simplypleased himselfand run off.The
novel pointedly leaves this particular case unresolved; its function
is to point up differentbehavioral assumptions, differentways of
construing the world. The novel as a whole convinces the reader
(and Mr. Gradgrind) that Gradgrind is wrong to deny the possibility
of genuinelyaltruisticand other-regardingaction. But if there exists
this other possibility,then Bounderby has construed Sissy'ssituation
hastily,and also ungenerously.The suggestionis thatthe economist's
habit of reducing everythingto calculation,combined withthe need
foran extremelysimple theoryof human action,produces a tendency
to see calculation everywhere,rather than commitmentand sympathy."Everyinch of the existenceof mankind,frombirthto death,
was to be a bargain across a counter" (304). This tendency leads
to crude analysis, and frequentlyto error. Even when it does not
lead to error, it leads to an ungenerous perception of people and
events. And, worst of all, taught from an early age, it produces
pupils in its own image.
In short, the claim of political economy to present all and only
the facts of human life needs to be viewed with skepticism,if by
"facts"we mean "truths."And its claim to stand for "reason" must
also be viewed with skepticism,if by "reason" we mean a faculty
thatis self-critical
and committedto truth.For the "facts"of political
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economy are actually reductiveand incompleteperceptions,and its
"reason" is a dogmatic operation of intellectthat looks, frequently,
both incomplete and unreliable. The fact-findingintellect plays
around the surfaces of objects, not even obtaining very adequate
perceptual data-Mr. Gradgrind's study is compared to an astronomical observatorywithout windows, where the astronomer arranges the world "solely by pen, ink, and paper" (131) determined
to perceive only those abstractfeaturesof people and situationsthat
can easily be translated into economic calculations. From its own
point of view it has positivemotivationsfor thisway of proceedingin its determinationto be realistic and not sentimental,its determination to be exact, and even its determinationnot to be biased
in favor of what is near at hand. (For Mr. Gradgrind reflectsthat
Louisa "Would have been self-willed. . . but for her bringing-up"
[57].) The novel permits us to see these positive goals.'9 Its very
sentences express a commitmentto be detached, and realistic,and
unbiased-in their blunt square shape, their syntacticalplainness,
their hard sound and rhythm.(We must, however, note that the
prose the novel imputes to the Gradgrind imaginationis far more
expressive,more succinct,more rhythmical,more pleasingin its odd
squareness, than the flat unexpressive jargon-laden prose that is
actually used by most economists of the Gradgrind type. Dickens
has been able to make Mr. Gradgrinda livelycharacterin a readable
novel only by to this extent changing him.)
But, the novel shows, in its determinationto see only what can
enter into utilitariancalculations,the economic mind is blind: blind
to the qualitative richness of the perceptible world; to the separateness of its people, to their inner depths, their hopes and loves
and fears; blind to what it is like to live a human life and to try
to endow it with a human meaning. Blind, above all, to the fact
that human life is something mysteriousand not altogether fathomable, something that demands to be approached with faculties
of mind and resources of language that are suited to the expression
of that complexity.In the name of science, the wonder that illuminatesand promptsthe most creativeand deepest science has been
jettisoned.20 And we have, simply,a reductive charade of science,
in which some small part of human life appears, as figureson a
slate. We shall shortlysee the political consequences of relyingon
such a picture.
But now we must pause to ask what sort of writingwe are reading
when we read this novel, how it differs from Mr. Gradgrind's
economic texts, and how its own way of imagining and speaking
shapes its reader's perception of the issues.
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II. Mere Fables about Men and Women
Let us ask, then, how Dickens's novel differsfrom the texts in
political economy that Mr. Gradgrind reads, with their "tabular
statements"measuring social welfare. And we must begin with the
most obvious facts: not taking for granted the fact that we are
reading a work in a differentgenre, but asking about the features
of the genre itself,how they form the reader's imagination,and
what sense of life they express.
First of all, then, we are reading a story. This story contains
characters-men and women in some ways like ourselves. It representsthese charactersas verydistinctone fromanother,endowing
them with physical and moral attributesthat make it possible for
us to distinguisheveryone fromeveryother.We are made to attend
to their concrete ways of moving and talking,the shapes of their
bodies, the expressionson theirfaces,the sentimentsof theirhearts.
The inner life of each is displayed as having psychologicaldepth
and complexity.We see that as humans they share certain common
problems and common hopes-and yet,as well, that each confronts
these in his or her own way, in his or her concrete circumstances
with the resources of his or her history.Even the utilitariansBounderby and Gradgrind are rich and complex humans, whose abstract
philosophyemerges froman innerworldwithwhichit is not alwaysas we have begun to see-in harmony.The exceptionsto thisgeneral
rule are Mrs. Gradgrind,so weak thatshe surrendersthe boundaries
of her selfhood to economic calculation, and, above all, the pupil
Bitzer, that terrifyingly
empty automaton of utilitariancalculation.
Bitzeris the exception thatproves the rule, the exception thatinvites
us to notice what the instantiationof the economic portrayal of
humanityreally looks like, when consistentlyrealized in a concrete
human life.21We see the novel's abstract deliberations, then, as
issuing in each case from a concrete human life, and as expressing
only a part of the contentof that life'sinner richness.And although
we do not alwayshave extended and explicitaccess to thatcomplexity,
we are always invited to wonder about it, to imagine it-imagining
the motives that drive Bounderby to deny his origins and Mrs.
Sparsitto pursue Louisa, imagining,later on, withwarmersympathy,
the complex turmoil in the heart of Mr. Gradgrind as he greets
the collapse of his systemwith humble expressions of remorse. We
wonder how to interprettheiractions; and we wonder witha mixture
of sympathyand criticismthat is likelyto vary to some extent from
reader to reader, as attitudesdo towardsactual people in life. (Thus
we can argue about what the correctinterpretationof some element
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of the novel mightbe, and howjustifiedour sympathieshave been-withoutlosing the fundamentalconcern that draws us togetheras
readers.) All these things the novel, in its very ways of speaking to
its reader, recognizes as salient,as worthyof attentionand concern.
This we take for granted, since we know what it is to read a novel.
But we should not take it for granted. We should be aware at all
timeshow our attentionand desire are directed,and how differently
from their direction in the course of reading a treatiseon welfare
economics.
If we want to become aware of thisdirectednessin a more graphic
way, we might focus on our relationship,as readers, to Mr. Gradgrind. If Mr. Gradgrind wrote an economics book, placing himself
in it as an agent in a way consistentwith his system,what would
be interestingand salientabout the Gradgrindcharacter?How would
it address the reader's imagination?Only, clearly,through the fact
that his life was governed by the laws that govern lives in the
aggregate, and through the fact that he exemplifiesthe so-called
rationalityof the economic bargainer. Only under these descriptions
could Mr. Gradgrind appear in his own book. The "story"of such
a book would be the storyof transactions;and its reader would be
held to it not by love or fear, but by a mixture of intellectual
exhilarationand rational self-interest.Such is the moral content of
the genre, if genre it is.
How differentour own relation to Mr. Gradgrind here. What is
it, in fact, that makes Mr. Gradgrind an interestingcharacter for
the reader, a gripping and ultimatelya deeply moving character,
in a way that Bitzer and Bounderby are not? It is, surely,his failure
to be a consistentutilitarian.Bitzer is just weird; we cannot identify
withhim or wonder about him, for we sense thatall withinis empty.
A novel peopled entirelyby Bitzers would be a kind of science
fiction,and would not grip its reader in the manner characteristic
of the traditionalnovel, which relies on bonds of identificationand
sympathy.But we do, by contrast,findourselvestakinga sympathetic
interestin Mr. Gradgrind; we are encouraged to wonder about him
even as we criticizehim, to care about what befalls him-in short,
to experience him as an interestingand significantcharacter in a
compelling novel. Built into our aesthetic experience is a certain
shaping of desire.
What in Mr. Gradgrind arouses this desire? It is, we have to say,
the fact that we know early on that he is not consistent-that he is
motivatedby love, commitment,and plain decency in ways that do
not find expression in his philosophy.We notice how he refuses to
endorse Bounderby's crude dismissalof Sissy'sfather.We are aware
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of high-mindedhumanitarianmotives in his preference for reason
over fancy, motives which may have been misdirectedbut which
are admirable in themselves.Above all, we notice a degree of love
for his daughter, a hesitationin his implementationof his schemes
for her, that make us think-so this man has a soul. All this,I want
to say, this fancy and wonder, this respect before a soul, is built
into the genre itself,into its modes of address to its reader. Without
a certain number of characters to whom we can have this relation,
we lose interest,and our pleasure ceases. But when we engage in
such relationswe are, fromthe economic point of view,actingbadly.
This novel tells a story.In so doing, it gets its readers involved
with the characters, caring about their projects, their hopes and
fears, participatingin their attemptsto unravel the mysteriesand
perplexitiesof their lives.22The participationof the reader is made
explicit at many points in the narration. And it is brought home
to readers that the storyis in certain ways their own story,showing
possibilitiesfor human life and choice that are, in effect,their own
to seize. Thus theirattemptsto interpretand evaluate are encouraged
to be both affectionateand critical: for the text portraysthem as
social agents responsible for making a world that is either like or
unlike the world depicted here, agents who must in life stand in
some emotional and practicalrelationto the problemsof the working
classes and to the conduct of managers and leaders. In imagining
thingsthat do not really exist, the novel, by its own account, is not
being "idle": for it is helping its readers to acknowledge their own
world and to choose more reflectivelyin it.
In short,the experience of reading thisnovel has, not surprisingly,
just the propertiesthatit imputesto the experience of novel-reading,
when (through the puzzled eyes of Mr. Gradgrind) it describes the
tendencyof the people of Coketown to prefer novel reading to the
reading of government statistics:"They wondered about human
nature, human passions, human hopes and fears, the struggles,
triumphsand defeats, the cares and joys and sorrows,the lives and
deaths, of common men and women! They sometimes,afterfifteen
hours' work, sat down to read mere fables about men and women,
more or less like themselves,and about children, more or less like
their own. They took De Foe to their bosoms, instead of Euclid,
and seemed to be on the whole more comfortedby Goldsmiththan
by Cocker" (90). As Mr. Gradgrind wonders about "this unaccountable fact,"the reader of course notices thatit is her own preferences
and current activitythat are being described.
So far we have spoken of featuresof the novel that it shares with
numerous narrativegenres: its commitmentto the separateness of
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of qualityto quantity;its sense that
persons and to the irreducibility
what happens to individualsin the world has enormous importance;
its commitmentto describe the events of life not from an external
perspective of detachment,as the doings and movings of ants or
machine parts, but from within,as invested with the complex significances with which human beings invest their own lives. The
novel has an even greater commitmentto the richnessof the inner
world than do many other narrative genres, and a greater commitmentto the moral relevance of followinga life through all of
its highlyconcrete adventures in all of its concrete context.To this
extent, it is even more profoundlyopposed than other genres to
the reductive economic way of seeing the world, more profoundly
committedto qualitative distinctions.
But withMr. Gradgrind'smusingsabout the strangelibraryhabits
of the Coketown working classes, we come upon a feature of the
novel thatsetsit apart, to some extent,fromhistoriesand biographies
and even tragic dramas: namely,its interestin the ordinary,in the
daily lives and strugglesof ordinarymen and women. Think of the
places we visit,as readers of this novel: a schoolroom, a middleclass home, a circus,a working-classhome, the officeof a manager,
the factoryin which working people toil, an abandoned mineshaft
in which many working people have met their death. Not one of
these places would have been judged fitfor inclusion in tragedies
of Sophocles or Racine. And even in politicalhistoryand biography,
the lives of the insignificantmany appear, on the whole, only as
classes or statistics,not too differentlyfrom the way they figurein
books of political economy. But in reading this storywe embrace
the ordinary. It is made an object of our keenest interest and
sympathy.23We visit these places as involved friends, concerned
about what is going on in them. And this means that we have
already as readers, if we read well, the moral experience that Louisa
is represented as having when she visits the home of Stephen
Blackpool, and is jolted out of all calculation by the perception that
a Hand has a name, a face, a daily life, a complex soul, a history:
For the firsttimein her life,Louisa had come intoone of the dwellings
of the CoketownHands; forthe firsttimein her life,she was faceto face

withanythinglike individualityin connexion withthem. She knew of their
existence by hundreds and by thousands. She knew what results in work
a given number of them could produce, in a given space of time. She knew
them in crowds passing to and from their nests, like ants or beetles. But
she knew from her reading infinitelymore of the ways of toiling insects
than of these toiling men and women. (187)
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This is one of the most strikingof many self-referential
passages
in the novel. For,coming well aftermuch of the novel's own detailed
descriptionof the life of Stephen Blackpool, it reminds us that our
own education and experience as readers have been and are very
differentfrom the economic education of the young Gradgrinds.
The person brought up solely on economic textsis not encouraged
to think of workers as fully complex human beings like herself,
with stories of their own to tell. The novel's depiction of workingclass life has some grave flaws.There is some sentimentality;there
is an odd failure in basic literarytechnique, in that the mysterious
promise of Stephen to Rachel is never explained and impossible to
figure out-and yet it is permittedto determine the shape of the
plot. Again, there is such great suspiciousness of all group or
collective action that the work of trade unions is portrayed in a
light manifestlyunfair, even by the standards of Dickens's own
nonfictionalwritingof this period.24 And yet, the essential point
made in this passage stands: the novel makes us acknowledge the
equal humanityof members of social classes other than our own,
makes us acknowledge workersas deliberatingsubjectswithcomplex
loves and aspirations and a rich inner world. It makes us see their
poverty and their oppressive labor conditions in relation to those
emotions and aspirations. It thus inspires compassion, wonder, and
the passion forjustice.25
If, then, from Gradgrind's viewpoint novels are bad economics,
lacking in mathematical refinement,from the novel's viewpoint
sophisticated economics is a bad novel-crude in its powers of
representationand depiction, falselydetached toward the situations
of fellow human beings, impoverished in the range of sentiments
it recognizes and inspires. (Consider, too, the stories its utilitarian
characters tell about themselves,and what crude fictionsthese are:
Bounderby's cliche-riddentale of abandonment and self-sufficiency,
Gradgrind's plotless account of his victoryover Joseph and George
and the other Gradgrinds,the "leaden books' " account of the "good
grown-upbaby" and the "bad grown-upbaby.")This factcan hardly,
it claims, be politicallyirrelevant.For what one can do to ants and
beetles is, morally,altogetherdifferentfrom what one can do to a
being whom one sees as invested with the dignityand mysteryof
humanness. The social atrocities practiced in the novel are not
unconnected with the vision of the Hands nourished by utilitarian
education-by Gradgrind's mechanical vision, by Bounderby's
equally impoverished vision of Hands as, all alike, longing to eat
turtlesoup and venison witha gold spoon. Dehumanize the worker
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in thought,and it is far easier to deny him or her the respect that
human life calls forth.
The firstprinciple of the science of political economy, according
to SissyJupe the circus girl, miserablyfailingat her lesson, is "To
do unto others as I would that they should do unto me" (95). (On
which Mr. Gradgrind observes, "shaking his head, that all this was
very bad; that it showed the necessityof infinitegrinding at the
mill of knowledge, as per system,schedule, blue book, report,and
tabular statements A to Z" [96].)26 I am claiming that Sissy Jupe's

firstprinciple is not merelyrepresentedin this novel; it is built into
the novel's entire structure,as its guiding principle. For we are
invited to concern ourselves with the fates of others like ourselves,
attachingourselves to them both by sympatheticfriendshipand by
empathetic identification.When, then, we are invited at the close
to thinkwhat we shall do, our natural response will be, if we have
read well,to do unto other ordinarymen and women as to ourselves,
viewing the poorest as one whom we might be, and seeing in the
most ordinaryand even squalid circumstancesof life a place where
we ourselves have made in fancyour dwelling.27(And by "reading
well,"I do not mean comingup withone setof interpretive
judgments
ratherthan another,but somethingsimplerand more basic: I mean,
simply,reading withfancyand wonder,caring about the characters,
being moved by their fate. This is compatible with many different
interpretations.What it rules out is reading with disdain for them
all, or viewing them all as inputs into a formula fixed in advance.)
And this brings me to one furtherfeature of the novel, about
which I have so far been silent: its capacity to give pleasure. For
its moral operations are not independent of its aestheticexcellence.
And it makes us bind ourselves to the workersbecause it causes us
to take pleasure in their company. A tedious novel would not have
had the same moral power; or, rather, the precision of attention
that makes for interestis itselfa moral feature.This is no incidental
aspect of Hard Times,but one that it prominentlystressesin its selfreferentialmanner. The moral antitype of Gradgrind's school is
Sleary's circus,whose capacityto please is closelylinked to its moral
superiority.And if we ask once again our obvious question about
differencesbetween this work and a text in political economy, we
surely must answer that one of the greatestis that this book is fun
to read. Like the circus, it contains humor and adventure, grotesqueness and surprise, music (note the frequent use of musical
metaphors), rhythm,and motion. Its language is lyricaland full of
poetic figures. Its plot is dramatically compelling; its characters
inspire our trustand sympathy,or excite our laughter,or frighten
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us, or generate anger and disdain-or some complex combination
of several of these. Its pleasure is more complexly critical,more
richly moral, than the pleasure of the circus; and it depicts the
circus as intellectuallyincomplete, insistingon a complex mixture
of storytellingand social criticismthat the novel as genre is well
equipped to offer.But in all of its art, the novel acknowledges the
importance of art-of the play of the imagination,the amusement
of reading a good story.
It is the novel's explicitcontentionthat this is an importantaspect
of the way in which it focuses the reader's attention and desire,
and thus an important part of the moral and political action it
expresses and generates. As Sleary twice observes, "People mutht
be amuthed." Without play human life is drab and mean, all work
and use, and no intrinsicdelight. The capacity of this circus (this
novel) to play, to give delight--inseparable,as in the circus, from
the craftthat informsit28-is part of what makes it a valuable part
of human life, part of the generositywith which it speaks to and
for its reader. For it expresses in its very artistrythe wish that the
reader should live a life of delight, of generous and liberal fancy,
rather than merely the cramped drab life of political economy
lessons.29And by forming with the reader a relationship rich in
pleasure, as well as in moral reflection,it shows the reader a style
of human relating in which deliberation is nourished by the exuberance of fancy,and moral attitudes are made more loving and
more generous by the play of the imagination. Unlike Louisa, the
reader of this novel "com(es) upon Reason throughthe tender light
of Fancy" (223); thiscolors reason, making it, the novel claims,both
more livelyand more humane.

III. Fancy and Wonder
We have spoken of the novel, of this novel, as embodying in its
form a certain sort of moral-politicalvision-radical, democratic,
compassionate, committed to complexityand to qualitative differa competition
ences. We have said that it does not merelyrepresent
between fancy and political economy, but also enacts it in its very
structure,in its ways of conversingwithits hypotheticalreader. But
we must now go deeper, tryingto say more about the fiction-making
imagination itself,as the novel both representsand exemplifiesit:
above all, about fancy,that capacity to see one thing as another and
one thing in another. For it is this activityof the mind that the
Gradgrind school above all abhors and seeks to extirpate; and it is
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this capacity that the novel most centrallydefends as necessaryfor
good life, and triumphantly,exuberantly exemplifies in its every
chapter.
Fancy is the novel's name for the ability to see one thing as
another, to see one thing in another. We might thereforealso call
it the metaphorical imagination. It begins simply, as an almost
instinctualreflex of mind (only Bitzer and Mrs. Gradgrind lack it
totally). Even Louisa, forbidden its cultivation,sees shapes in the
fire,endows perceived patternswitha significancethatis not present
in the bare sense-perceptionitself.30Things look like other things;
or, more precisely,the other thingsare seenin the immediatethings,
as Louisa is aware at one and the same time both of the conjured
images and of the fact that they are not present realities."1(With
the good sense natural to fancy,she does not rush into the fire to
grasp the images she reads there-a good sense, we mightadd, that
eludes her father,who objects to a flower pattern in a carpet on
the grounds that one does not tramp on flowerswith one's boots.
Sissy,objecting,knows that the flowers,being flowersof the fancy,
will not be hurt by the boots of reality.)Seeing a perception,then,
as pointing to something beyond itself-seeing in the things that
are perceptible and at hand other things that are not before one's
eyes: this is fancy,and this is why Mr. Gradgrind disapproves of
it.

In childhood, the novel remindsus, thisabilityis usuallycultivated
in countless ways-by games, stories,nurseryrhymes-all of which
are forbidden in the Gradgrind scheme for education:
No littleGradgrindhad ever seen a face in the moon. ... No little
littlestar;how
Gradgrindhad everlearntthe sillyjingle,Twinkle,twinkle,
I wonderwhatyou are! No littleGradgrindhad ever knownwonderon
the subject,each littleGradgrindhavingat fiveyearsold dissectedthe
Great Bear like a ProfessorOwen, and drivenCharles'sWain like a locomotiveenginedriver.No littleGradgrindhad ever associateda cow in
a fieldwiththatfamouscow withthe crumpledhornwho tossedthe dog
who worriedthe cat who killedthe rat who ate the malt,or withthatyet
morefamouscowwhoswallowedTom Thumb:it had neverheardof those
and had only been introducedto a cow as a graminivorous
celebrities,
ruminating
quadrupedwithseveralstomachs.(54)
From the Gradgrind viewpoint,this is the omission of useless frills,
leaving more time for the real stuffof education. But the novel
announces, and shows (as we shall see), in its portrayalof Thomas
and Louisa, that it is the omission of a morallycrucial ability,one
withoutwhich both personal and social relationsare impoverished.
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As Louisa, chastened and empty,returnshome, the authorial voice
reminds the reader of the difference between her memories of
home and the influences that home and the childlike imagination
usually exert:
Neither,as she approached her old home now, did any of the best
influencesof old home descendupon her. The dreamsof childhood-its
airyfables;its graceful,beautiful,humane,impossibleadornmentsof the
worldbeyond:so good to be believedin once,so good to be remembered
when outgrown,for then the least among themrisesto the statureof a
littlechildrento come intothe midst
greatCharityin the heart,suffering
of it, and to keep withtheirpure hands a gardenin the stonywaysof
thisworld,whereinit were betterforall the childrenof Adam thatthey
shouldoftenersun themselves,
and notworldly-wisesimpleand trustful,
whathad she to do withthese?Remembrances
of how she had journeyed
to thelittlethatshe knew,bytheenchantedroadsof whatshe and millions
of innocentcreatureshad hoped and imagined;of how,firstcomingupon
Reason throughthe tenderlightof Fancy,she had seen it a beneficent
god, deferringto gods as greatas itself:not a grimIdol, cruel and cold,
withits victimsbound hand to foot,and its big dumb shape set up with
a sightlessstare,neverto be movedby anythingbut so manycalculated
tonsof leverage-whathad she to do withthese?(223)
Here the novel makes some complicated connections, which the
narrative as a whole has prepared us to see. We should pause to
examine them. How exactly is Fancy connected with charity and
generosity,with general human sympathyand a beneficentuse of
reason?
The man in the moon, the cow withthe crumpled horn, the little
star-in all these cases the child fanciesthata form,whichperception
presents to it as a simple physical object, has a complex inner life,
in some ways mysterious,in some ways analogous to its own. To
see moon craters as a face, to speak to a star, to tell a storyabout
a cow-these are things that the factual detached imagination of
economic science is unwillingto do. But there is, as the novel says,
a charityin this willingnessto go beyond the evidence. And this
charityis a preparation for greater charitiesin life.
Consider, now, what it is to see a human being. Perception
represents a physical object, possibly in motion. It has a certain
shape, rather like the one we ascribe to ourselves. Well, how do we
really know what sort of physical object this is, and how to behave
toward it? Do we ever have unimpeachable evidence that it is not
a sophisticated robot or automaton? That it does indeed have a
complex inner world of the sort that novels depict? How do we
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know,really,that this is a face before us-and not, say, a complex
mechanical object with craters,a fiendishlyclever machine? Where
could such evidence ever be obtained? In thissense, Dickens suggests,
all of human life is a going beyond the facts, an acceptance of
generous fancies, a projection of our own sentimentsand inner
activitiesonto the formswe perceive about us (and a reception from
this interactionof images of ourselves, our own inner world). We
are all of us, insofar as we interactmorallyand politically,fanciful
projectors,makers of and believersin fictionsand metaphors.32But
the point then is that the "fact" school-which denies life to cows
and horses, humanity to workers-engages in fiction making as
much as do the novel-readers and fanciers,in its adamant denials
of life and humanity,which go, like the other's assertions,beyond
the limitsof the evidence. We never know for sure the contentsof
this perceived shape's heart; we have a choice, only, between a
generous constructionand a mean-spiritedconstruction.33Seeingin or Fancy, the great Charity in the heart, nourishes a generous
construal of the world. This construal is not only, as the novel
suggests,more adequate as an explanation of the totalityof human
behavior as we experience it,34but also a cause of better ways of
living.
We see the difference,for example, in the contrastingways of
the novel
regarding workers: Bounderby seeing only self-interest,
seeing a complex variety of motives. We see it in the ways of
contemplatingpossibilitiesfor political change-for even when the
ways of the world are "stony,"Fancy can imagine a garden growing
there. We see it too in the contrastingattitudes of the circus and
of Tom Gradgrind toward the appetites of the body. The circus
people are passionate in a romantic and tender manner, always
seeing in one another a complex life, and delightingin that. Of
Tom, the novel remarks,with heavy irony,"It was altogetherunaccountable that a young gentleman whose imagination had been
strangled in his cradle, should be still inconvenienced by its ghost
in the form of grovellingsensualities" (165). Seeing bodies only as
physicalobjects in motion produces an impoverishedsexual life. It
is by no means accidentalthatthe utilitariansare depicted throughout
withlanguage at once phallic and military,as hard aggressiveweapons conductinga pitilessassault on all that is tender. Mr. Gradgrind
is a "cannon loaded to the muzzle with facts,"a "galvanizing apparatus," directed against "the tender young imaginationsthat were
to be stormed away" (48). By contrast,the approach of fancy is
depicted as delicately,tenderlysensuous, as delightingin the dexterityof speech and gesture, the intricaterhythmand texture of
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wordsthemselves.Gradgrindlanguage sounds hard, intrusive,
its
cadencesfierceand abrupt.As language,itsbodymovesitselfwith
a pitilessdirectness,combiningaggressiveness
withself-righteous
school
was
all fact,and the
"The
M'Choakumchild
complacency:
schoolof designwas all fact,and the relationsbetweenmasterand
man were all fact,and everything
was factbetweenthe lying-in
and
the
and
what
you couldn'tstatein figures,
hospital
cemetery,
or showto be purchaseablein the cheapestmarketand saleablein
the dearest,was not, and never should be, world withoutend.
Amen" (66). By contrast,the speech of Fancyhas, so to speak,a
exuberantvariety.It
supple and acrobaticcircusbody,a surprising
loves the physicaltextureof language,and plays withit, teasing
and caressingthe reader.Even whenit speaksaboutitsadversaries,
and almost
themplayfully
itcannotlongrestrainitselffromtreating
as partnersin a game of words,in whichdelightis taken
tenderly,
foritsown sake. Thus the manyalliterative
linguistic
gamesin the
depictionof the Gradgrindhouse, as the narratorenjoysthe play
of hissupplespeecharoundtheirblunterbodies-as in thispassage,
where an initiallystraightforward
descriptionbecomes more and
morejoyouslysensuous,untilthe play of the tonguequite takes
over,defeatingits own subjectmatter:
in variousdepartments
of sciencetoo.
The littleGradgrinds
had cabinets
had
a
little
and
a
little
cabinet,
cabinet,
They
conchological
metallurgical
anda little
and
the
were
all
and
cabinet;
mineralogical
specimens
arranged
and thebitsof stoneand ore lookedas thoughtheymighthave
labelled,
been brokenfromthe parentsubstances
hard
by thosetremendously
instruments
theirownnames;and,to paraphrase
theidlelegendof Peter
If thegreedy
little
Piper,whohad neverfoundhiswayintotheir
nursery,
Gradgrinds
graspedat morethanthis,whatwas it forgood gracious
goodnesssake,thatthegreedylittleGradgrinds
graspedat! (55)
Here the literaryimaginationopposes to the hard instruments
of
thenamesused bypoliticaleconomyitsownverydifferent
language,
and is carriedaway by its sensuousplay. It does not stickto the
to its goal. It thusdeliberately
emsubject,or move unswervingly
bodies formsof desireand sensuality
to
those
profoundly
opposed
it imputesto politicaleconomy.Imagine language as a way of
touchinga human body,Dickenssuggests-and you have a good
way of scrutinizingthe claims of political economy to stand for us
in the fullness of our selves.
(I should add here that Dickens has sometimesbeen represented
as repressingsexuality,especially female sexuality.I believe that this
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reading cannot stand up to a close scrutinyof this novel's depiction
of the ways in which tongue and mind approach a human form.
It is not only that a crude aggressiveness is condemned while a
gentler, more varied, and more playful sensualityis celebrated; it
is also plain that this sensuous play is linked repeatedly with the
influenceof the female. What I have elsewhere argued about Dickens's feminizationof the author-narratorin erotic contextsfitswell
here: the susceptible,playful side of life, the side lost, David Copperfield says, by most adult males, is the side out of which novels
are generated.35This one is no exception, clearly.)
And with this mention of play, we come to a furtherelement in
Fancy, which we must now explore to complete our account of its
social role. When a child learns to fancy,it is learning something
useless. This is the Gradgrindschool's main objectionto it: storybooks
are "idle." Facts are what we need, "the one thing needful"; and
what use has anyone ever gotten from the man in the moon? But
the child who takes delight in storiesand nurseryrhymesis getting
the idea that not everythingin human life has a use. It is learning
a mode of engagementwiththe world thatdoes not focus exclusively
on the idea of use, but is capable, too, of cherishingthingsfor their
own sake. And this too it takes into its relations with other human
beings. It is not only the ability to endow a form with life that
makes the metaphoricalimaginationmorallyvaluable; it is the ability
to view what one has constructedin fancyas servingno end beyond
itself,as good and delightfulfor itselfalone. Play and amusement
are thus not simplyadjuncts or supplementsto human life,but also
exemplaryin a crucial way about how to view life'scentralelements.
In this sense, the reader's delight in this novel has yet a further
moral dimension, and is a preparation for moral activitiesof many
kinds in life.36
We can perhaps sum all this up by examining the two contrasting
scenes of education presented in the two epigraphs to this paper.
Both are scenes in which a request for a definitionor account of
something has been made. In the first,we have the orthodox
Gradgrind answer given by the pupil Bitzer. The second passage
is, of course, not from Dickens at all, but from Walt Whitman's
Song of Myself.And I shall not pretend that I selected it simply
because it is so apt as a contrastwiththe Gradgrind definition,and
so much in the spiritof Dickens's novel, although it is both. In fact,
I arranged the contrastaround it, so that I could have an excuse
for discussing it in this otherwise Dickensian argument-because I
love it, and find it very beautiful. Perhaps this surprisingcircuslike
declination from the straightpath of my exposition will be found
not out of keeping with the spiritof my argument.
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Bitzerhas neverloved a horse,and has no interestin thinking
whatit mightbe liketo be one. Withan air of finality
and certainty
he recitesthe detachedexternaldescription.
The horseemergesas
a usefulmachine,no more. How different
is Whitman'sspeaker.
Firstof all, he is motivatednot by a mechanicalurge to complete
but by the child'sreal curiosity,
and by the sightand
enumeration,
touchof the grassof which,lyingin the grass,he speaks.His first
responseis to acknowledgethathe does not finallyknow-to acin nature.All his ensuinganswersare
knowledge,thatis, a mystery
He speaksfirstof his innerlife,hishope; next,
presentedas guesses.
and not at all dogmatically,
of a child'sidea of god;
whimsically
then he tellsthe child thatthe grass is sortof like him,a young
bit of vegetation-heasks the child to see it as like himself.He
thenshowsthe childthatit can have,as well,a social significance:
forone can see in it the equal vitality
and dignityof all Americans,
theirequal rightsand privileges
acrossracialand ethnicdifferences.
Then, turningin, we imagine,on himself,the speakersees in the
grass a darkerset of significances,
ponderingin and throughit
aboutthebeautyofdead men.He endowseventheircorpsesbeneath
the earthwithbeauty,and speaksof themwitha profoundly
erotic
reverenceand tenderness-butina waythatdoes notexcludefurther
dead
thoughtsof the grassas fromelderlyparents,or prematurely
children.And yet, in its darkness-too dark to come fromold
mothers,or even fromthe mouthsof thosehe has or mighthave
loved,he sees an image of his own death.
Here we see all the abilitiesof fancy,deftlywoventogether:its
abilityto endowa perceivedformwithrichand complexsignificance;
its generousconstruction
of the seen; its preferencefor wonder
over pat solutions;itsplayfuland surprising
movements,
delightful
fortheirown sake; its tenderness,its eroticism,
its awe beforethe
factof humanmortality.
It is Dickens'sview,as it is also Whitman's,
thatthisimagination--including
its playfulness,
includingits eroticism-is the necessarybasis forgood government
of a countryof
and
free
citizens.
as
Whitman
elsewhere
theliterary
For,
writes,
equal
artist"sees eternity
in men and women,he does not see men and
womenas dreamsor dots."37Withit, Reason is beneficent,
steered
Reason is cold
by a generousviewof itsobjects;withoutitscharity,
and cruel.38
We can now understandthat the persistentexuberantmetaof thelanguageof Hard Timesis no meregame,no stylistic
phoricity
diversion; it goes to the heart of the novel's moral theme. Even
while the novel portraysthe Gradgrind schoolroom, it cannot help
comparing one thing to another, seeing one thing in another: two
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dark caves, in Mr. Gradgrind's eyes; a plantationof firsin his hair;
the crust of a plum pie in the bald surface of the top of his head
(47). Even whileitdepictsthe monotonyand soul-crushingdreariness
of the Coketown factory,it triumphsover it in language, comparing
the coils of steam to serpents, the moving machine parts to "melancholy-madelephants"--showingin these waysthe human meaning
of the inhuman. The novel cannot describe its opposition without
doing battle with it, approaching it through Fancy and playfully
surmountingit.39
I must now insistthat in this novel-and in my own view-there
is no disparagement of reason or of the scientificsearch for truth.
What I am criticizingis a pseudo-science that claims to stand for
truth and for reason. What I am saying about it is that it fails to
stand for truth insofar as it dogmaticallymisrepresentsthe complexityof human beings and human life. It failsto stand for reason
when it uncriticallytrusts half-baked perceptions and crude psychological theories in order not to complicate its elegant models.
The novel speaks not of dismissingreason, but of coming upon it
in a way illuminated by fancy,which is here seen as a facultyat
once both creative and veridical. The alternativeI am proposing is
not Sleary's circus. The circus offersthe reader essential metaphors
of art, discipline, play, and love; but even within the novel its
attitudes are shown as politicallyincomplete, too ill-educated and
whimsical to govern a nation. The novel offers us an alternative:
itself,its complex combinationof qualitativelyrich descriptionwith
criticalsocial reflection.And it indicates that politicaland economic
treatisesof a more abstractand mathematicalsortwould be perfectly
consistentwithits purpose--so long as the view of the human being
underlyingthe treatiseswas the richer view available in the novel;
so long as they do not lose sight of what they are, for efficiency,
omitting.Governmentcannot investigatethe lifestoryof everycitizen
in the way a novel does with its characters; it can, however,know
thateach citizenhas a complex historyof thissort,and it can remain
aware that the norm in principle would be to acknowledge the
separateness and qualitative differenceof each in the manner of
the novel.
In one particular way the novel, as genre, is stronglyin league
with a certain norm of rationality:namely, in its insistenceon the
fundamental role, in its own construction,of a general notion of
the human being. The description of the Coketown libraryspeaks
of "human nature, human passions, human hopes and fears," as
the subject matterof the novel. In so doing it reminds us that the
novel does not purchase its attention to social context and to in-
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dividual varietyat the price of jettisoning a sense of human community.It forges a complex relationship with its reader in which,
on the one hand, the reader is urged to care about concrete features
of circumstanceand history,and to see these as relevant for social
choice; but is, on the other hand, urged always to recognize that
human beings in differentspheres do have common passions, hopes,
and fears, the need to confront the mysteryof death, the desire
for learning, the deep bonds of the family.Its hypotheticalreader
is explicitlyaddressed as one whose sphere of life is differentfrom
that of the author-with differentconcrete choices and possibilities.
And yet it is assumed that the reader can still identifywith the
characters and events of the novel as with possibilitiesfor human
life in general, and think how "such things"can be instantiatedin
his or her own concrete life.40 This complex movement of imagination and reason, from the concrete to the general back to the
concrete,throughboth sympathyand identification,is built into the
genre, as Hard Timescorrectlystates. And in real life one does find
that works of imaginativeliteratureare frequentlyfar more supple
and versatiledeliberativeagents across cultural boundaries than are
philosophical treatises, with their time-bound and culture-bound
termsof art, theirfrequentlack of engagement withcommon hopes
and fears.
In its engagement witha general notion of the human being, this
novel (like many novels) is, I think,while particularistic,not relativistic.That is, it recognizeshuman needs thattranscendboundaries
of time, place, class, religion,and ethnicity,and it makes the focus
of its moral deliberation the question of their adequate fulfillment.
Its criticismof concrete political and social situations relies on a
notion of what it is for a human being to flourish,and this notion
itself,while extremelygeneral and in need of furtherspecification,
is neitherlocal nor sectarian.On the other hand, part of the content
of the idea of flourishingis a deep respectforqualitativedifferenceso the norm enjoins that governments,wherever they are, should
attend to citizens in all their concreteness and variety,and should
respond in a sensitive way to particular historical and personal
contingencies.But the point is, that is itselfa universal injunction,
and part of a universal picture of humanness. And it is by relying
on this universal ideal that the novel, so differentfroma guidebook
or even an anthropological field report, makes the reader a participantin the lives of people very differentfrom herself and also
a criticof the class distinctionsthat give people similarlyconstructed
Thus the novel, in its structure
an unequal access to flourishing.41
and aspiration, is, I think,a defender of enlightenmentideals of
the equality and dignityof all human life--not of traditionalismor
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parochialism. It is opposed to the perversion of that ideal in the
name of the pseudo-science of economics, and also to its insensitive
application withinsufficient
respectfor storiestold withina concrete
historicalcontext-not to the ideal itself.

IV. SissyJupe's Political Economy Lesson-And Ours
What does all of this mean for politicaleconomy? I shall conclude
by telling the storyof my own instructionin that science, in which
I am no better a pupil than Sissy Jupe. For the past five years I
have been affiliatedwith the World Institutefor Development Economics Research, a research instituteconnected with the United
Nations University,whose aim is to explore broader interdisciplinary
approaches to the economic problems of the developing world. I
have been a research advisor in a project that discusses how one
should measure the "qualityof life" of developing countries.42This
is in fact the topic of SissyJupe's firstlesson in political economy.
And my interestin Dickens's novel was verymuch increased by the
fact that it corresponds still,even in its broad satiricalelements,to
much of the practiceof developmenteconomics,and to public policy
as influenced by it.
This is how the Gradgrind school, then as now, proceeds (Sissy
narratingto Louisa):
"And he said, Now, this schoolroomis a Nation.And in this nation,
millions
thereare fifty
ofmoney.Isn'tthisa prosperousnation?Girlnumber
isn't
this
a
state?"
twenty,
prosperousnation,and a'n't you in a thriving
"What did you say?" asked Louisa.

"Miss Louisa, I said I didn'tknow.I thoughtI couldn'tknowwhether
it was a prosperousnationor not,and whetherI was in a thriving
state
or not,unlessI knewwho had got the money,and whetherany of it was
mine.But thathad nothingto do withit. It was not in the figuresat all,"
said Sissy, wiping her eyes.

"That was a greatmistakeof yours,"observedLouisa. (97)

Today in fact,when the prosperityof developing countries is compared in "tabular form,"by far the most common strategyis simply
to enumerate GNP per capita.43This crude measure, of course, as
Sissy immediately recognizes, does not even tell us about the dis-

tributionof wealth and income. Far less does such an approach,
focusingexclusivelyon the monetary,tell us about how the human
beings who have or do not have the money are functioning,with
respect to various activitiesthat might be thought to be important
for human life. It does not even tell us about life expectancy and
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infantmortality-farless about health,education,politicalfunctioning,the qualityof ethnicand racialand genderrelations.
A slightlymore sophisticated
approach measures,as Gradgrind
would wish,the total or average utilityof the population,amalThis at least has the advantageof looking
gamatingsatisfactions.
at how resourcesworkfor people,in promotinghuman aims of
varioussorts.But it has a disadvantagethatthe novelmakesall too
are highly
plain: it ignoresthe factthatdesiresand satisfactions
and
that
who
are
miserable
can adapt
malleable,
people
especially
to thecircumstances
in whichtheylive--thatone of theworstparts
about deep deprivationis thatit robspeople of the aspirationsand
connectedwitha robustsense of whatis due to their
dissatisfactions
The
dignity.44 Hands in the Coketownfactorydo manifestsome
thematerialand imaginative
discontent;
but,giventheirexhaustion,
limitations
underwhichtheylabor,theyseemlikelyto welcomeany
small relief,and to accept a veryinadequateand insensitive
leadsince
have
not
to
form
of
full
been
able
the
ideal
they
ership,
fully
can
see
that
his
life
is
"a
but
he
cannot
muddle";
equality.Stephen
or fullyfeelits force.
clearlyarticulatethe natureof his discontent,
on
the
other
withhis life,which
is
satisfied
hand,
Gradgrind,
very
the novel showsto be spiritually
impoverished;and his discontent
at the novel'send is clearlya progressover his earlyequanimity.
At the limit,thecharacterBitzershowsus theextremeunreliability
of the feelingof satisfaction,
whennot linkedto any moreprobing
ethicalevaluation.For whatevermakes that emptyvessel of selfinterestfeel pleased fillsthe readerwithanxietyand even horror.
And we know from the startthat there is more worth,more
humanity,in SissyJupe's miseryand discomfort-asensitivebarometerof cant and injustice-thanin Bitzer'semptyself-complacency."Whereasthe girl was so dark-eyedand dark-haired,that
she seemed to receivea deeper and more lustrouscolor fromthe
sun when it shone upon her,the boy was so light-eyed
and lighthaired thatthe self-sameraysappeared to draw out of him what
littlecolor he ever possessed"(49-50). By thiseloquentsymbolic
description,the novel expressesthe human richnessof Sissy'sreand theghastly
mechanical
sponseto life,includingherunhappiness,
Can utilitygive us the measureof
qualityof Bitzer'soptimism.45
these lives,of the educationof whichtheyare the fruit,and the
human functioning
theydo and do not contain?
of utilityas a measure--together
Such criticisms
withthe other
I
have
mentioned
and
about
points
aggregation
qualitativedifferences, which have been much stressed in recent philosophical critiques of economics-have led a group of economists and philosophers, of which I am a part, to defend an approach to quality of
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life measurement based on a notion of human functioningand
human capability,rather than on either opulence or utility.(This
approach was pioneered withineconomics by AmartyaSen, who is
also a philosopher; and it has more adherents to date withinphilosophy than withineconomics.) The idea is to ask how well people
are doing, by asking how well their form of life has enabled them
to functionin a varietyof distinctareas, including,but not limited
to, mobility,health, education, political participation,and social
relations. This approach refuses to come up with a single number,
reducing qualityto quantity.And it insistson asking about the actual
functional capabilities of each distinct and qualitativelydifferent
individual,ratherthan simplyabout how much in termsof resources
an individualcommands. This is so because the approach recognizes
thatindividualsneed varyingamounts of resourcesin order to arrive
at the same level of functioning:the handicapped person more
resources to be mobile than the person of ordinary mobility,the
large and active person more food than the small and sedentary
person, and so forth.46 Nonetheless, the approach does actually
permitmodeling and measurement: as when one studies the access
that mobility-impairedpeople do and do not have to functionsof
various sorts in a given society; as when one studies the different
food needs of people of differentsizes, ages, and occupations; as
when one studies the ways in which class distinctionsimpede access
to political participation.The governmentsof Finland and Sweden
actuallyuse such plural quality-basedmeasures to studyinequalities
in their populations-proving, by doing so, that it is possible to
measure in this way.47 Such measures will indeed be plural and not
single, qualitatively diverse rather than homogeneous. This, we
argue, makes them better,not worse.
What I now wish to claim is that a novel such as this one is a
paradigm of such assessment. Presenting the life of a population
witha rich varietyof qualitativedistinctions,and complex individual
descriptionsof functioningand impedimentsto functioning,using
a general notion of human need and human functioningin a highly
concrete context, it provides the sort of informationsuch an assessmentrequires, and involvesits reader in the task of making the
assessment. Thus it displays a kind of imaginative paradigm for
public work in this sphere, to which any more quantitative and
simplifiedmodel should be responsible.
Hard Timesends by invoking one of its most central characters:
"Dear reader! It rests with you and me, whether,in our two fields
of action, similar things shall be or not. Let them be! We shall sit
with lighter bosoms on the hearth, to see the ashes of our fires
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turngrayand cold" (314). Addressingthe reader as a friendand
fellowagent, thoughin a differentsphere of life,the authorial
wonderat the fatesof the
voice turnsthis reader's sympathetic
charactersback on him or herself,remindingher thatshe too is
on the way to death,thatshe too has but thisone chance to see

for
and theprospects
thesesuggest
in thefiretheshapesof fancy,

of human life. The novel is right:it does rest
the improvement
withus whethersuch thingsshall be or not. I claim,withit, that
but as readersof novelsthatwe
it is not as economicutilitarians
should approach the social choices beforeus, trying,beforeour
death, to considerour fellowcitizens,our fellowhuman beings,
thatthisimagination
withthewonderand thegenerosity
promotes.48
BROWN UNIVERSITY
NOTES
This paper is the firstof three Alexander Rosenthal Lectures delivered at the
NorthwesternUniversityLaw School in April 1991. I wish to thank the Law School
for permission to publish it here before its (revised) publication in the book based
on the series. The series as a whole has the title"The LiteraryImagination in Public
Life." The second lecture investigatesthe role of the emotions in literaryexperience
on the one hand, public rationalityon the other. And the third lecture describes a
norm of legal judgment based on the account of rationalityin the firsttwo lectures,
describing its implicationsfor conceptions of judicial neutrality,the rule of law, and
certain areas of constitutionalinterpretation.
1 All citationsfromHard Timesare taken fromthe Penguin edition (Harmondsworth,
1969), edited by David Craig; hereaftercited in text. The studies of the novel from
which I have learned most are Raymond Williams,Cultureand Society(London, 1958)
Part I, ch. 5; Craig's excellent introductionto the Penguin edition; and F. R. Leavis,
The GreatTradition(New York, 1948).
and Literature
2 See Martha C. Nussbaum, Love'sKnowledge:Essayson Philosophy
(New
York, 1990), esp. "The Discernment of Perception," pp. 54-105, and "Perception
and Revolution,"pp. 195-219.
3 Compare the account of the reader's activityin Wayne Booth, The CompanyWe
Keep: An EthicsofFiction(Berkeley, 1988); the account of the ways in which narratives
embody formsof desire in Peter Brooks, Readingfor thePlot (New York, 1984); and
the account of the reader's acknowledgmentin Stanley Cavell, The Claim of Reason
(New York, 1979), Pt. IV.
4 Today "political economy" is a term used (in self-description)primarilyby the
most criticaland philosophical of economists,for example Amartya Sen; so what I
am criticizinghere is not what would be so described in contemporaryeconomics.
5 For example, see James Griffin,Well-Being
(Oxford, 1986), and Richard B. Brandt,
A Theoryof the Good and Right(Oxford, 1979).
6 See above all the writingsof Richard Posner, including EconomicAnalysisof Law
(Boston, Mass., 1977), The Economicsof Justice(Cambridge, Mass., 1981), and Law
Relation(Cambridge, Mass., 1988). In The Problemsof
and Literature:A Misunderstood
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(Cambridge, Mass., 1990) Posner has modifiedhis approach, espousing
Jurisprudence
a kind of "pragmatism."For a good general critiqueof economic reasoning in public
and Beyond,ed. AmartyaSen and
life generally,see the introductionto Utilitarianism
Bernard Williams (Cambridge, 1988).
7 See Barbara HerrnsteinSmith, Contingencies
of Value (Cambridge, Mass., 1988).
8 See Posner, EconomicAnalysisof Law and The EconomicsofJustice;Gary Becker,
The EconomicApproachto Human Behavior(Chicago, 1976), and A Treatiseon theFamily
(Cambridge, Mass., 1981). Especially instructiveis the opening of Posner's The
EconomicsofJustice,where he firstintroducesthe "assumptionthat people are rational
maximizers of their satisfactions,"noting that "the principles of economics are
deductions from this assumption"-and then goes on to use the word "rational,"
withoutfurtherphilosophicalargument,as ifitjust meant"maximizersof satisfactions."
(See pp. 1-2.) One trenchantcritique of Posner, with regard to the worth of one's
personal integrity,is Margaret Jane Radin, "Market-Inalienability,"Harvard Law
Review,100 (1987), 1849 ff.
9 Some of these criticismsdo apply, as well, to philosophical utilitarians,many of
whom do treat values as commensurable by a single quantitativestandard. See, for
and Public
example, James Griffin,"Are There IncommensurableValues?" Philosophy
Affairs,7 (1977), 34-59, criticizedin Nussbaum, "The Discernmentof Perception."
10 The workerscomplain thattheirlives are constrainedby an enforced"sameness"
(180), an absence of qualitative variation. It is no wonder that a theory bent on
eliminatingqualitativedistinctionswould treat them in this way.
11 See the good account of this feature in Sen and Williams, Introduction to
Utilitarianism
and Beyond.
12 Shortly after this, hearing of Stephen's misfortunes,Louisa remarks that she
had previouslyheard them mentioned,"though I was not attendingto the particulars
at the time" (188).
13 For another example of crude economic fiction-making,
see the account of the
"leaden littlebooks ... showing how the good grown-up baby invariablygot to the
Savings-bank,and the bad grown-up baby invariablygot transported"(90).
14 That this is no mere fictioncan be confirmedby reading Becker's A Treatiseon
theFamily.
15 Contrast p. 241, where Louisa now sees that her marriage failed because of "all
those causes of disparitywhich arise out of our two individual natures, and which
no general laws shall ever rule or state for me, father,until they shall be able to
direct the anatomistwhere to strikehis knife into the secrets of my soul."
16 This lies very deep in the motivation behind utilitarianismin general, and
inspires some of its deliberate departures fromordinarybelief. Henry Sidgwick,for
example, conceding thatto adopt a single metricof choice is to depart fromordinary
belief, writes, "If we are not to systematizehuman activitiesby taking Universal
Happiness as their common end, on what other principles are we to systematize
them?"-and remarksthat such departures are always found when a science is born
(Methodsof Ethics,7th ed. [London, 1907], pp. 401, 406, 425).
17 Just before we hear of the "leaden books," the narrator himselfdescribes the
people of Coketown as "walking against time towards the infiniteworld" (90).
18 For a trenchantdocumentation and critique of these behavioral assumptions,
see Amartya Sen, "Rational Fools," Philosophy
and Public Affairs,6 (1976-77), 31744.
19 Indeed, if we bear in mind that one of utilitarianism'scentral claims on its own
behalf is that it can take seriouslythe pain of the poor, we see the novel as offering,
in addition, a devastatinginternalcritique. I develop this argument furtherin the
second Rosenthal Lecture.
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20 At the same time,the utilitarian'sparticularconceptionof science owes something
to the Cartesian conception of nature as a machine; this shows up especiallyclearly
in the attitudesto animals in the Gradgrind schoolroom.
21 This is one way of reading Bitzer; but one might also wonderabout him, and
whetherhe is not in fact a hypocrite,manipulatingthe education he has been given
for his own ends. In this way, the curiosityinspired by the novel prompts one to
tryhumanizing, in fancy,even the most inhuman of characters.
22 The reader's emotional
participationis discussed in the second Rosenthal Lecture.
23 See Ian Watt, The Rise of theNovel (Berkeley, 1957); and Charles Taylor, Sources
of the Self: The Making of ModernIdentity(Cambridge, Mass., 1989).
24 See the excellentdiscussion by David Craig in the Penguin edition Introduction.
25 This does not mean that there could never be an inegalitarian novel; it does
mean that inegalitarianismis in tension withthe structureof the genre, whichinvites
concern and respect for any storyto which it directs the reader's attention.See also
Watt, The Rise of theNovel and Taylor, Sourcesof the Self.
26 See also p. 238, where Mr. Gradgrind proves that "the Good Samaritan was a
Bad Economist."
27 In these ways,the novel constructs,in its imagined reader, an ideal moraljudge
who bears a close resemblance to the parties in John Rawls's Original Position (A
TheoryofJustice[Cambridge, Mass., 1971]). But the facultiesthe reader is invited to
this see
use would not correspond to Rawls's account of "considered
judgment"--on
"Perceptive Equilibrium" in Nussbaum, Love's Knowledge.
28 Thus the novel also embodies a (rather Aristotelian) conception of pleasure
according to which pleasure itself contains qualitative distinctionsand supervenes
on activitiesof various differentsorts.
29 The utilitarianclaims to be maximizing pleasure. Why, then, is novel-reading
so opposed? Apparently the source of the opposition is Mr. Gradgrind's fear that
this reading will cause people to behave in various nonefficientways in the rest of
their lives; thus, from his point of view, it will do more harm than good.
30 See p. 240, where Louisa contraststhe perception of "the shapes and surfaces
of things" with the exercise of fancy.
31 On this,see Richard Wollheim,"Seeing-In and Seeing-As,"in Artand Its Objects,
2nd ed. (Cambridge, 1980), and Paintingas an Art (Princeton, 1987), ch. 2.
32 See the wonderful account of this in Cavell, The Claim of Reason, Part IV.
33 See p. 77, where the circus people are said to be "deserving" of both "respect"
and "generous construction";and also Sleary's famous injunctionto "make the betht
of uth: not the wurtht!"(83).
34 For it is part of the novel's claim that the simple economic model does not
really reliably predict how people will behave: its formulae are not even in that
sense useful. See Sen, "Rational Fools."
35 See "Steerforth'sArm" in Nussbaum, Love's Knowledge.This of course does not
imply that Dickens is altogether free of contradictionon this point, as the harsh
treatmentof Em'ly shows. But in this novel it is noteworthythat the representative
of the artisticimagination,SissyJupe, is also the only character to achieve a happy
and loving marriage.
36 In the second Rosenthal Lecture I explore the reader's moral operations further,
focusing on the connection between fancyand the emotions of love and gratitude.
37 Walt Whitman,"By Blue Ontario's Shore," 1. 153, in WaltWhitman:The Complete
Poems,ed. Francis Murphy (Harmondsworth, 1975), p. 369.
38 One might naturallyask, but can't one use Fancy to hate? I say more about
this in the second lecture, where I talk about the range of sentimentsthe reader is
and is not invited,by the novel's form, to have; I connect this with Adam Smith's
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account of ideal emotional spectatorship.Hard Timesurges us, further,to consider
the nonjudgmental participationof the novel in each and every life, its recognition
that each life does have its own story,its invitationto see each life fromthe person's
own point of view. Here, I think,we see what Dickens means by "the great Charity
in the heart": the novel, even while permittingand even suggestingcertaincriticisms
of itscharacters,promotesmercythroughitsinvitationsto empatheticunderstanding.
39 Compare Mr. Gradgrind on pp. 242, 244, where he is able to see a fire in
Louisa's eyes, and begins to use metaphorical speech.
40 For more on this, see Nussbaum, "AristotelianSocial Democracy," in Liberalism
and the Good, ed. R. Bruce Douglass, Gerald M. Mara, and Henry S. Richardson
(New York, 1990), pp. 203-52; "Aristotleon Human Nature and the Foundations
of Ethics," in a volume in honor of Bernard Williams, ed. Ross Harrison and
J. E. G. Altham (forthcoming[Cambridge, 1991]); and "Human Functioning and
Social Justice: In Defense of Aristotelian Essentialism,"read at the Institute for
Humanities at the Universityof Chicago (forthcomingin PoliticalTheory).
41 See Amartya Sen, Choice, Welfare,and Measurement(Oxford, 1982); Resources,
and Capabilities(North-Holland,
Value, and Development
(Oxford, 1984); Commodities
1985); The Standardof Living (Cambridge, 1987).
42 See The Qualityof Life,ed. Martha Nussbaum and AmartyaSen (Oxford, 1991).
43 To some extent and in some contexts, inroads have been made by other
approaches in termsof "basic needs" or, now, Sen's approach in termsof functioning
and capability.But on the whole this remains all too true; see Sen, Resources,and
the Introductionto Nussbaum and Sen, The Qualityof Life.
44 See Sen, Choice,Welfare,and Measurement
and The Standardof Living.
45 See Leavis's account of this passage in The GreatTradition.
46 See Sen, Choice,Welfare,and Measurement;The Standardof Living and his paper
"Capabilities and Well-Being" in Nussbaum and Sen.
47 See the papers by Robert Erikson and Erik Allardt in Nussbaum and Sen.
48 This paper was delivered at the Commonwealth Center in November 1990; I
am most gratefulto Ralph Cohen and to the Center for that opportunityto discuss
my work in progress. I am grateful, as well, to Dan Brock, Kenneth Dornstein,
Elliott Dunn, Jean Hampton, Linda Hirshman, AmartyaSen, and Cass Sunstein,all
of whom made comments that contributedto my revisions.
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